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Sector Exposure - March 2019

The Fund returned 3.1% net of fees during March 2019. This
compares with the All Ordinaries Accumulation Index return
of 0.7%. Average gross capital employed by the Fund was
99.7% long and 4.1% short. Average net exposure over the
month was 95.6%. Over the month the Fund had on average
34 long positions and 9 short positions. The Fund’s biggest
stock exposures at month end were spread across
communication services, consumer, financials, materials
and real estate sectors.
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Adelaide Brighton

JB Hi-Fi

Blackmores

Mineral Resources

Centuria Metropolitan REIT

Nine Entertainment

CYBG

Super Retail Group

GDI Property Group

Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield

* Performance figures are calculated for the lead series net of all fees and expenses assuming the reinvestment of all distributions. Past performance is not a reliable indicator
of future performance.
^ Top 10 long investments in alphabetical order as at 31 March 2019.
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A Long Term Approach To Investment
To suggest that investing in equities can be challenging is an understatement. Whether you are investing directly into
individual stocks or investing in a managed fund where a professional investor makes those decisions on your behalf,
having exposure to equities can be a mentally and emotionally taxing exercise. It would seem that human beings are not
naturally wired to be great investors. Investing involves making informed and rational decisions to buy into companies
knowing that the results these companies will deliver is uncertain and subject to an unknowable future. Furthermore,
changes to that environment frequently result in disproportionate moves in the valuations ascribed by the market to these
listed companies. A small change in expectations for future profitability can often have an outsized impact on a company’s
share price, largely because of the human reaction or emotional response to the change. Investors compound the expected
change in profitability with higher enthusiasm or increased pessimism towards its valuation.
How can one sensibly invest in such an environment?
Some investors choose an approach that sees them trading in and out of stocks quickly. Their portfolios might look very
different one month to the next. They often sell the stocks where the news has become incrementally negative and buy the
stocks where the news has been positive. This approach requires them to act quickly and, taken in aggregate, is typically
responsible for the outsized reactions described above. We think of this approach as being the “poker approach” to
investing. If you decide you do not like your current hand, discard it and wait for the next round of cards, they will be entirely
different to the ones you just held. While it might be the right approach in poker, it has never felt to us like the right approach
to investing. It requires an investor to have superior foresight, better interpretation of data and a faster reaction to newsflow
than their competitors. Achieving consistency in this regard is logically impossible. It also requires a significant amount of
knowledge of an unusually large number of companies. Changing a portfolio of investments on a regular basis, even
assuming sufficient liquidity and ignoring the impact of transaction costs, would require an investor to regularly and quickly
attain sufficient knowledge across a range of new companies in unfamiliar industries, a daunting and likely unrepeatable
strategy.
Conversely, we take a long term approach to investing. We identify the business attributes that we think will make for a
good long term investment. These include a simple, proven business model, strong cash generation, a track record of
attractive return on invested capital, growth opportunities for investing future capital, a sensible balance sheet, products or
services that we are familiar with and a management team we trust. We then have patience with these investments, both
in purchasing them initially and then holding them on an ongoing basis, recognising that there will be periods when they
are out of favour with the market, in many instances without regard to company performance. In our experience these
periods are outweighed by the results delivered over time from companies that have these superior attributes.
Opportunities for outperformance
Ironically the exact conditions described in the opening paragraph create the preconditions for new opportunities and
generating long term investment outperformance. Buying high quality businesses that we plan to own for a long time when
they are trading at attractive prices is the fundamental basis of Auscap’s investment philosophy. These prices are typically
found when sentiment is poor, when investors are steering clear of an entire sector because of short term or macroeconomic
concerns, and/or when fear is dominant despite low market expectations. Investing is one area in which very few people
swoop in and buy aggressively when stocks are on sale. And while we are prone to the same emotional influences, we
focus heavily on the facts to make decisions. Rational decision making is critical to long term performance and we are
always looking to buy good companies when they are cheap. We are excited by some of the opportunities the market has
presented in recent months.
Our approach to long term investing
What is the right approach to take when circumstances change resulting in a period of poor overall performance for an
investor, even a professional investor? We always take the same approach. We first focus on a re-evaluation of the facts,
often cross referencing hard data with on-the-ground feedback and anecdotal evidence. If the facts have changed it is
important that we reassess the investment. The corollary to this is that in many instances the facts will not have changed
materially and stock price declines are reflecting a significant change in sentiment towards the company or companies in
question. As the father of value investing, Benjamin Graham, stated “in the short run, the market is a voting machine but in
the long run, it is a weighing machine”. And the thing being weighed in the long run is earnings.
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It should be no surprise then that some of the significant detractors from the Fund in periods when performance has been
negative have also been some of the Fund’s most significant positive contributors in aggregate over its lifetime. We expect
that many of these businesses will continue to be strong contributors for the Fund’s investors in the future. This investment
approach in a relatively concentrated portfolio will always have ebbs and flows in the short term, but from our perspective
it is the only approach that makes sense to generate long term compounding returns for our investors.
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Australia
This newsletter contains performance figures and information in relation to the Auscap Long Short Australian Equities Fund ARSN 615 542 213 (Fund) from inception of the
Fund. The actual performance for your account will be provided in your monthly statement. Actual performance may differ for investments made in different classes or at
different times throughout the year. This newsletter is intended to provide general background information only. It is not a Product Disclosure Statement under the Corporations
Act 2001 (Cth), nor does it constitute investment, tax, legal or any other form of advice or recommendation to be relied upon when making an investment or other decision. The
content of this document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to subscribe for units in the Fund or an offer to buy or sell any financial product. Past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future performance. While all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the information in this document is complete and correct, no representation or
warranty is given as to the accuracy of any of the information provided, including any forecasts. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Auscap Asset Management Limited
ACN 158 929 143 AFSL 428014, its related bodies corporate, directors, employees and representatives are not liable and take no responsibility for the accuracy or completeness
of this document. No investment in the Fund should be made without fully reviewing the information, the disclosures and the disclaimers contained in the Product Disclosure
Statement, a copy of which is available at www.auscapam.com, or any supplement to that document and obtaining investment, legal, tax and accounting advice appropriate to
your circumstances. You are receiving this newsletter because we hold personal information about you, namely your contact details. You should view Auscap's Privacy Policy
to understand how your personal information will be used and processed. No part of this material may be reproduced or disclosed, in whole or in part, without the prior written
consent of Auscap Asset Management Limited.
Hong Kong
This newsletter has not been reviewed or approved by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong. This newsletter does not constitute an offer or invitation to the public in Hong
Kong to acquire the units in the Fund. Accordingly, unless permitted by the securities laws of Hong Kong, no person may issue or have in its possession for the purposes of
issue, this newsletter or any advertisement, invitation or document relating to the units in the Fund, whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, which is directed at, or the contents of
which are likely to be accessed or read by, the public in Hong Kong other than in relation to the units of the Fund that are intended to be disposed of only to persons outside
Hong Kong or only to “professional investors” (as such term is defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance of Hong Kong (Cap. 571) and the subsidiary legislation made
thereunder).
Singapore
This newsletter is being furnished to you on the basis that you are an “institutional investor” (as defined in the Securities and Futures Act (Chapter 289) of Singapore) and on
a confidential basis, solely for your information. This newsletter may not be reproduced, disclosed, or distributed to any other person in Singapore. Auscap Asset Management
Limited, as the responsible entity and manager for the Fund has not taken any steps to ensure that the capital markets products referred to in this newsletter are suitable for
any particular investor, and will not treat recipients as its customers by virtue of their receiving this document.
This newsletter has not been, and will not be, registered as a prospectus with the Monetary Authority of Singapore and this newsletter is not intended to constitute an offering,
and is not regulated by any financial supervisory authority pursuant to any legislation in Singapore. The investments or services referred to in this newsletter may not be suitable
for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about such investments or investment services. Nothing in this document
constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your individual circumstances or otherwise
constitutes a personal recommendation to you.
United Kingdom
This newsletter may be distributed in the United Kingdom only to persons who: (i) have professional experience in matters relating to investments in accordance with Article 19
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) (“FPO”); or (ii) to whom this document may otherwise be lawfully distributed
(all such persons together being referred to as “Relevant Persons”). This newsletter is only directed at, or available to, Relevant Persons and must not be acted on or relied on
by persons who are not Relevant Persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available only to, and will be engaged in only with, Relevant
Persons.
United States
This newsletter may not be distributed in the United States and does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, securities in the United States. Any
securities described in this newsletter have not been, and will not be, registered under the US Securities Act of 1933 and may not be offered or sold in the United States except
in transactions exempt from the registration of the US Securities Act, the US Investment Company Act of 1940 and applicable US state securities laws.

If you do not currently receive the Auscap Newsletter automatically, we invite you to register. To register please go to the website
www.auscapam.com and follow the registration link on the home page. Interested investors can download a copy of the PDS at
www.auscapam.com/auscap-fund/pds. We welcome any feedback, comments or enquiries. Please direct them to info@auscapam.com.
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